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1. Who is to provide the mimic/demonstration panel? (including design, construction etc). 
Response:  This is to be provided by the contractor. 

2. Who will be providing all protective relay settings and the associated setting file(s) for the new relays?  
Response:  All settings and setting files are to be provided by the contractor.  Some settings (such as 
time delays) are shown on the drawings.  Some settings (such as undervoltage) can be copied from 
the existing equipment.  All settings may require adjustment based on the results of the testing and 
demonstration.  All settings are subject to approval by the Authority.   

3. Is the 120 VAC power to the protective relays on the system from an un-interruptible power supply?  
Response:  The power to the new multifunction relays (indicated as “critical loads” on sheet EL10.2) 
comes from a UPS.  Not all equipment receives power from the UPS.   

4. Are there accurate AC 3-line schematics and accurate wiring diagrams for all components?  
Response:  There are some wiring diagrams and some single line diagrams available.  They will be 
posted on the project website at http://www.mwaa.com/5981.htm for information.  Note that they do not 
cover all components, and their accuracy cannot be guaranteed.   

5. Consistent with the testing needs for the circuit breakers, historical test records for the breakers are 
needed?  
Response:  Historical test records are not available 

6. What are the availability for outage(s) for the various testing requirements? (e.g. everything done at 
night?, everything on weekends)?  
Response:  Requirements for outages are in specification section 011000 (Summary) paragraph 1.9, 
and section 262301, paragraph 1.8B. 

7. Is there an overall sequence-of-operations and modified sequence-of-operations for the system?  
Response:  The general sequence of operation is shown on drawing EL10.5.  The more detailed 
sequence of operation is shown schematically on the next two drawings.   

8. Will relay settings be provided by the Owner? 
Response:  All settings and setting files are to be provided by the contractor.  Some settings (such as 
time delays) are shown on the drawings.  Some settings (such as undervoltage) can be copied from 
the existing equipment.  All settings may require adjustment based on the results of the testing and 
demonstration.  All settings are subject to approval by the Authority. 

9. Please provide specific model# for both Basler Relays.  
Response:  See specification section 262301, paragraph 2.1A.   
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10. Is it possible to obtain internal wiring diagram of existing switchboards?  
Response:  See response to question #4.   

11. Is it possible to obtain 3-line diagram of existing switchboards?  
Response:  There are some wiring diagrams and some single line diagrams available.  They will be 
posted on the project website.  Note that they do not cover all components, and their accuracy cannot 
be guaranteed.   

12. Are there any restrictions days and times when the work may be performed?  
Response:  For work requiring an outage, see response to previous question 6.  For work not 
requiring an outage, see specification section 011000, paragraph 1.6A. 


